While in a classification or a regression setting a label or a value is assigned to each individual document, in a ranking setting we determine the relevance ordering of the entire input document list. This difference leads to the notion of relative relevance between documents in ranking. The majority of the existing learning-to-rank algorithms model such relativity at the loss level using pairwise or listwise loss functions. However, they are restricted to pointwise scoring functions, i.e., the relevance score of a document is computed based on the document itself, regardless of the other documents in the list. In this paper, we overcome this limitation by proposing generalized groupwise scoring functions (GSFs), in which the relevance score of a document is determined jointly by groups of documents in the list. We learn GSFs with a deep neural network architecture, and demonstrate that several representative learning-to-rank algorithms can be modeled as special cases in our framework. We conduct evaluation using the public MSLR-WEB30K dataset, and our experiments show that GSFs lead to significant performance improvements both in a standalone deep learning architecture, or when combined with a state-of-the-art tree-based learning-to-rank algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Ranking is at the heart of many information retrieval (IR) problems, including ad-hoc document retrieval, question answering, recommender systems, and many others. Unlike the traditional classification or regression setting, the main goal of a ranking problem is not to assign a label or a value to each individual document, but to determine the relative preference among a list of them. The relevance of the top ranked documents influences the perceived utility of the entire list more than others [10] . Thus, the notion of relativity is crucial in a ranking problem.
How to model relativity in ranking has been extensively studied, especially in the learning-to-rank setting [25] . In this setting, a scoring function that maps document feature vectors to real-valued scores is learned from training data. Documents are then ranked according to the predictions of the scoring function. To learn such a scoring function, the majority of the learning-to-rank algorithms use pairwise or listwise loss functions to capture the relative relevance between documents [5, 7, 8, 39] . Such a loss guides the learning of the scoring function to optimize preferences between documents or an IR metric such as NDCG [6, 21, 34] .
Though effective, most existing learning-to-rank frameworks are restricted to the paradigm of pointwise scoring functions: the relevance score of a document to a query is computed independently of the other documents in the list. This setting could be less optimal for ranking problems for multiple reasons 1 . First, it has limited power to model cross-document comparison. Consider a search scenario where a user is searching for a name of a musical artist. If all the results returned by the query (e.g., calvin harris) are recent, the user may be interested in the latest news or tour information. If, on the other hand, most of the query results are older (e.g., frank sinatra), it is more likely that the user wants to learn about artist discography or biography. Thus, the relevance of each document depends on the distribution of the whole list. Second, user interaction with search results shows strong comparison patterns. Prior research suggests that preference judgments by comparing a pair of documents are faster to obtain, and are more consistent than the absolute ratings [3, 24, 40] . Also, better predictive capability is achieved when user actions are modeled in a relative fashion (e.g., SkipAbove) [4, 10, 11, 14, 23, 41] . These indicate that users compare the clicked document to its surrounding documents prior to a click, and a ranking model that uses the direct comparison mechanism can be more effective as it mimics the user behavior more faithfully.
In this paper, we hypothesize that the relevance score of a document to a query should be computed by comparison with other documents at the feature level. Specifically, we explore a general setting of groupwise scoring functions (GSFs) for learning-to-rank. A GSF takes multiple documents as input and scores them together by leveraging a joint set of features of these documents. It outputs a relative relevance score of a document with respect to the other documents in a group, and the final score of each document is computed by aggregating all the relative relevance scores in a voting mechanism. The proposed GSF setting is general as we can define arbitrary number of input documents and any ranking loss in it. We show that several representative learning-to-rank models can be formulated as special cases in the GSF framework.
While it is easy to define a GSF, it is unclear how to learn such a function from training data efficiently, as well as how to use it to score a new list of documents during inference remains a challenge. To solve these challenges, we propose a novel deep neural network architecture in the learning-to-rank setting. We design a sampling method that allows us to train GSFs efficiently with back-propagation, and obtain a scalar value per document during inference using a Monte Carlo method.
We evaluate our proposed models in a standard learning-to-rank setting. Specifically, we evaluate GSFs using the LETOR data set MSLR-WEB30K [30] , in which the relevance judgments are obtained from human ratings, and a pre-defined feature set is provided. We show that our GSFs perform reasonably well by themselves and can improve the state-of-the-art tree-based models in a hybrid setting where the output of GSFs is used as a feature for tree-based models.
RELATED WORK
Learning-to-rank refers to algorithms that try to solve ranking problems using machine learning techniques. There is a plethora of learning-to-rank work [5, 6, 8, 16, 22, 37] , which mainly differs in its definitions of loss functions. Almost all of them use the setting of pointwise scoring functions. To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few exceptions.
The first ones are the score regularization technique [13] and the CRF-based model [31] that take document similarities to smoothe the initial ranking scores or as additional features for each querydocument pair. When computing ranking scores, however, they take only one document at a time and do not consider comparison between features from different documents.
The second exception is a pairwise scoring function that takes a pair of documents together and predicts the preference between them [12] . We demonstrate that this pairwise scoring function can be instantiated in the proposed groupwise framework, and compare against it in our experiments.
The third exception is the neural click model [4] and the deep listwise context model [2] that builds an LSTM model on top of document lists. The neural click model summarizes other documents into a hidden state and eventually uses a pointwise loss (e.g., log loss) for each document. Such a pointwise loss is difficult to adapt to the unbiased learning-to-rank setting [35] , while our GSF models can. The deep listwise context model is similar to our models in terms of loss functions, but our GSF is more flexible as it can take any document lists as its inputs, whether ordered or not.
Search result diversification is related to our GSF models since it also takes into account subsets of documents through maximizing objectives such as maximal marginal relevance [9] or subtopic relevance [1] . Recently, several deep learning algorithms were proposed, with losses corresponding to these objectives [20, 38] . In contrast to this work, the goal of our paper is to improve relevance modeling through groupwise comparisons, but not diversity.
Pseudo-relevance feedback [26] is a classic retrieval method that uses query expansion from the first-round top retrieved documents to improve the second-round retrieval. Our GSFs consider document relationship in the learning-to-rank setting, not in the retrieval setting, and do not require two rounds of retrieval. We also do not assume a pre-existing initial ordering of the document list.
Note that our work is complementary to the recently proposed neural IR techniques [12, 17, [27] [28] [29] . While these techniques focus on advanced representations of document and query text with the employment of standard pointwise or pairwise scoring and loss functions, our work focuses on the nature of the scoring functions and the combination of multiple feature types while employing a relatively simple matching model.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate our problem in the learning-to-rank framework. Let ψ = (q, D, Y ) represent a user query string q, its list of documents D, and their respective relevance labels Y . For each document d ∈ D, we have a relevance label y d ∈ Y . Let Ψ be the training data set. The goal of learning-to-rank is to find a scoring function f that minimizes the average loss over the training data:
Without loss of generality, we assume that f takes both q and D as input, and produces a score s d for each document d ∈ D:
The local loss function l(ψ , f ) is computed based on the relevance label list Y , and the scores produced by the scoring function f :
The main difference among the various learning-to-rank algorithms lies in how the scoring function f and the loss function l are defined. While there is much work in different types of loss functions, categorized as pointwise, pairwise or listwise loss [25] , the majority of work assumes a pointwise scoring function (PSF) that takes a single document at a time as its input, and produces a score for every document separately:
We re-use f as the pointwise scoring function in this context for brevity.
In this paper, we explore a generic groupwise scoring function (GSF) to better compare documents at feature level. A GSF д takes Learning Groupwise Scoring Functions Using Deep Neural Networks DAPA '19, February 15th, 2019, Melbourne, Australia a group of m documents and scores them together:
PSF is a special case of GSF when m = 1. Intuitively, a requirement for GSF д is to be invariant to the input document order. However, it is not immediately clear on how to define f (q, D) based on function д and how to learn д based on training data. This is what we are going to address in the next section.
METHODS 4.1 DNN-based Scoring Function
Because GSF takes multiple documents as an input, the feature vectors for GSF may be potentially exponentially larger than those for PSF. Therefore, the scoring function д in GSF should have good scalability and be easily applicable to different types of features with large dimensionality. In this paper, we use deep neural networks (DNNs) as the building block for constructing the scoring function д. Feed-forward DNN models have widely been used for learning-to-rank problems (e.g., [15, 18, 42] ). Compared to treebased models [16] , they show better scalability in terms of input dimensionality. Let x d be the feature vector for a document d given a specific query q. For simplicity, we use concatenation of feature vectors of the m documents as the input layer in the DNN-based implementation of д, while leaving the exploration of more sophisticated input representations for future work. Specifically, let
and a multi-layer feed forward network with 3 hidden layers is defined as
where w k and b k denote the weight matrix and the bias vector in the k-th layer, σ is an activation function and we use the hyperbolic tangent function in our paper:
where w o and b o are the weight vector and the bias in the output layer. The output dimension is set as m in the output layer.
Groupwise Scoring Architecture
Given a set of training data Ψ, a straightforward approach to learn a groupwise scoring function д is to concatenate all features of documents in a document list D together, and build a DNN with output size |D| as the relevance prediction of the whole list. In this case, group size m is set to be |D| and f (q,
Such an approach, however, has two drawbacks: (1) The learned model is sensitive to document order; (2) The comparison is among all documents and this can make it difficult to learn the useful local comparison patterns. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose to limit the comparison within small groups and make the model invariant to the document order.
, , , , , Let the input of a GSF model consist of a document list D with n documents. For simplicity, we assume that each D has exactly n documents and n = |D|. Notice that such an assumption trivially holds in the click data setting where the top-n documents per query is used, or can be ensured with padding or sampling strategy. For example, we can randomly sample n documents per query (without replacement) to form a new list. When n = 2, such a sampling strategy is similar to standard pairwise approaches where document pairs of a query are formed as training examples.
Let π k be a list of m documents that forms a group. In each group, documents are compared and scored based on their feature vectors to predict which documents are more relevant.
[r 1 k , ..., r m k ] = д(q, π k )
where r i k is the ith dimension of д(q, π k ), and also the intermediate relevance score for the i-th document in π k . Note that we use the slightly different notation to make the following discussion easier.
The intermediate relevance scores from each individual groups are accumulated to generate final scores for each document. As we know, there are multiple (namely, n!/(n − m)!) permutations with size m in a list with size n, which means that there are as many possible inputs for a groupwise scoring function д in a list of documents D. Let S = {π 1 , π 2 , ..., π |S | } be all the permutations of the subset documents with size m from D, then we compute the final ranking score s d for a document d ∈ D as the accumulation of intermediate relevance scores from each individual group as
where 1 π i k =d is an indicator function that denotes whether d is the i-th document in π k . And the final output of a GSF model would be
An example of such f (q, D) with group size m = 2 and list size n = 3 is shown in Figure 1 
Loss Functions
Intuitively, we can define any loss functions between the scores and labels to train the GSF models. In this paper, we focus on a simple loss function for graded relevance, leaving other loss functions to future studies.
Graded relevance is a multi-level relevance judgment and is commonly used in human-rated data sets. The loss for graded relevance is generally defined over document pairs. We extend the commonly used pairwise logistic loss for a list as
where y i > y j means the i-th document is more relevant than the j-th document and the loss of a list is the sum of the loss of all pairs in the list. Please note that when m = 1, GSF is actually a pointwise scoring function. In this case, the loss in Equation (7) boils down to a pairwise loss function. However, it becomes a listwise loss for the general GSF models when m ≥ 2.
Training and Inference
While GSF extends traditional pointwise scoring functions (PSF) by scoring each document according to their comparisons with others, it also loses the property of PSF that each model only produces one score for each document, which could cause multiple efficiency issues in practice. In this section, we propose multiple sampling strategies for the efficient training and inference of GSF models. (6), the final ranking score f (q, D) of a GSF model is the aggregation of intermediate relevance scores from all possible permutations of a group with size m in a list with size n. Suppose that the computation complexity of a DNN with m input documents is O(m), then such a scoring paradigm has a complexity of O(m · n!/(n − m)!), which is prohibitive in real systems. To speed up the training process, we conduct the following group sampling to reduce the permutation set S. For each training instance with document list D, we randomly shuffle it before feeding into the model. Then, we only take the subsequences (instead of subsets) of size m from the shuffled input to form S. In this way, we reduce the size |S| from n!/(n − m)! to n subsequences: each starting at the i-th position and ending at (i + m)-th position in a circular manner. This leads to a reduced training complexity with O(mn) time. Also, because each d ∈ D appears in exactly m groups, all documents have equal probability to be compared to others and to be placed as the j-th document in each sublist π k . With enough training examples, the GSF trained with our sampling strategy asymptotically approaches the GSF trained with all permutations, and it is insensitive to document order.
Speed Up Training. As shown in Equation

Efficient
Inference. At inference time, the desired output is a ranked list. This can be done in a straightforward manner for pointwise scoring functions, but becomes non-trivial for GSF. To tackle this challenge, we propose our inference methods for the following two scenarios: fixed list size and varying list size.
Inference with Fixed List Size. Given a fixed list size n ′ at inference time, the most straightforward solution to do inference with GSF is to train the DNN model with the same list size n = n ′ . Thus, the score f (q, d) for a document d can be directly computed as f (q, d) = s d with Equation (6).
Inference with Varying List Size. When it is impossible to make n = n ′ or the list size at inference time cannot be determined beforehand, it is hard to use the GSF architecture in training directly. In this case, we extract the group comparison function д from GSF and use it to do inference. For each document d in the inference list D, we compute its score f (q, d) by the expected marginal score as
where the expectation is over all possible permutations of size m in S that contains document d, and д(q, π )| i is the i-th value of the function output (also referred to as r i in Equation (5)). For example, when m = 2, f (q, d) can be rewritten as
The expectation in Equation (8) can be approximated effectively by Monte Carlo methods [32] . For example, we can randomly sample a couple of documents and use the average over the sampled documents. The larger the sample size is, the better this approximation becomes. In our experiments, we found that sample size m for group size m is good enough. Thus the inference can be done efficiently in O(mn) = O(n) since m is a predefined constant.
In fact, the case for fixed list size is a special case of the varying list size. When S contains all adjacent documents as groups, it is equivalent to sample m groups for each document and the document's position varies from 1 to m in these m groups. The score of the document is proportional to the sum of the corresponding values in these m groups.
RELATIONSHIP WITH EXISTING MODELS
In this section, we discuss the relationship between the existing learning-to-rank algorithms and our proposed models. There are two important hyper-parameters for GSF: the list size n and the group size m. By varying n and m, we will show that several representative algorithms can be formulated as special cases in our framework.
Pointwise Scoring and Pairwise Loss
Pairwise loss functions with pointwise scoring functions are popular in learning-to-rank algorithms. In these algorithms, the scoring function f takes a single document as input and outputs a single score. The loss function l takes a pair of scores from two documents and defines the loss based on the consistency between the scores and the preferences of the two documents. In our GSF model, let n = 2 and m = 1, d 1 and d 2 be the two documents in D, y 1 and y 2 be the graded relevance judgments, and s 1 and s 2 be the output scores. Then the logistic loss in our GSF model is
Such a loss is very similar to the one used in LambdaMART [6] .
Other pairwise loss such as hinge loss used in RankingSVMs [21] can be defined similarly as Equation (7).
Pointwise Scoring and Listwise Loss
A traditional listwise model uses a pointwise scoring function with a listwise loss computed with all documents in the candidate list. We show the connection between our method with a representative traditional listwise method -the ListNet method [8] . In our GSF model, let m = 1 and n be the length of the list. Then π k = [d k ] and s i is computed based on document d i only and we use s i = f (x i ) to denote it. The softmax loss is
In the ListNet approach, a distribution over all the permutations of the n documents is defined based on the scoring function, and another one is defined using the labels. The loss is the cross entropy between these two distributions. Because such a loss is not computationally expensive, a simplified version is to consider the marginal probability that a document d i appears at the first position in the two distributions over the permutations. The resultant cross entropy loss is then:
Pairwise Scoring Functions
The pairwise scoring model is a recent model proposed by Dehghani et al. [12] that predicts the preference between two documents based on their features. As far as we know, this is the only published learning-to-rank model that takes more than one document as the input of its scoring function.
In the GSF model (see Section 4.1&4.2), let n = 2 and m = 2. Let D = {d 1 , d 2 } be a pair of documents. Then
If we define the aggregation step (Equation (6)) as
where 1 π 1 k =d i is an indicator function that denotes whether d i is the first document in π k , and use a sigmoid cross entropy loss as
then it is equivalent to [12] . However, there is a slight difference between this pairwise input model and our GSF with n = 2, m = 2 (GSF(2, 2)). While [12] used only the first score from each group (pair) of documents, our GSF uses the scores of all documents from the two groups in Equation (6) . In addition, our GSF model has the following two mathematically attractive properties that are not held by [12] .
• Reflexive. When the input has two identical documents 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate our proposed methods, we compare different types of learning-to-rank models on a standard learning-to-rank dataset. In this section, we describe our experimental design and setup. Pointwise Scoring Functions RankNet, GSF(2, 1) GSF with n = 2 and m = 1. This model is comparable to a standard neural network model with pointwise scoring and pairwise loss, e.g., RankNet [5] . ListNet, GSF(n, 1) GSF with n and m = 1. This is closely related to the existing models with pointwise scoring and listwise loss, e.g., ListNet [8] .
Pairwise Scoring Functions GSF (2, 2) GSF with n = 2 and m = 2. This is a DNN model with pairwise scoring and our proposed list loss functions. Generic Groupwise Scoring Functions GSF(n, m)
The GSF model with list size n and group size m.
Learning-to-Rank Models
The learning-to-rank models we compared in our experiments include both DNN models and tree-based models.
6.1.1 DNN Models. Table 1 lists all the DNN models that we considered in our experiments. We group these models based on the input to their scoring functions as pointwise, pairwise, and groupwise. In this table, GSF(2, 1)and GSF(n, 1) represent the existing DNN models with pointwise scoring functions in the current literature. GSF(2, 2) is a GSF model that takes a pair of documents in their scoring function, and GSF(n, m) is the generic representation of the GSF model with a list size n and a group size m. We instantiate n and m in our experiments.
All DNN models in this paper were built on the 3-layer feedforward network described in Section 3. The hidden layer sizes of DNN are set as 256, 128 and 64 for h 1 , h 2 and h 3 . We used the TensorFlow toolkit for model implementations.
6.1.2 Tree-based Models. For tree-based models, we primarily use the state-of-the-art MART and LambdaMART [6] models. Furthermore, we also explore a hybrid approach in which predictions of DNN models are used as input features for tree-based models. We compare hybrid models with both standalone DNN and tree-based models in our experiments.
Data Sets
The data set used in our experiments is a public LETOR data set MSLR-WEB30K [30] . This is a large-scale learning-to-rank data set that contains 30K queries. On average there are 120 documents per query and each document has 136 numeric features. All the documents are labeled with graded relevance from 0 to 4. We report the results on Fold1 as a test set, while using the rest of the folds for training.
On the LETOR data set, there are more than a hundred documents per query. Instead of setting the list size n to be the largest possible number of documents per query, we conduct the following sampling to form training data for DNN models. Given an n (2 and 5 used in our paper), we randomly shuffle the list of documents for each query and then use a rolling window of size n over the shuffled document list to obtain a list of documents with size n. For robustness, we re-shuffle ten times, and thus obtain a collection of training data for DNN models. 
Evaluation Metrics
We train the models on the LETOR dataset with the logistic loss in Equation (7) given its graded relevance labels. The evaluation metric for this data set is the commonly used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [19] . In this paper, we use NDCG@5 that truncates the cumulative sum to the top 5 positions. Significance test are conducted based on student's t-test.
RESULTS
In this section, we describe our experiment results in detail. We compare GSF with pointwise scoring models and pairwise scoring models with pairwise loss. And we also compare GSF with the state-of-the-art tree models in both standalone and hybrid way. Table 2 shows the results of different models on the LETOR data set. For reproducibility, we use the learning-to-rank models, RankNet, MART and LambdaMART as implemented in the opensource Ranklib toolkit 2 , and report the actual value of NDCG@5 for each model.
In Table 2 (a), we observe that all GSF models outperform RankNet -another DNN-based learning-to-rank model -by a very large margin. For the different variants of GSF, GSF(2, 2) is better than GSF(2, 1), and GSF(5, 2) is better than GSF(5, 1), which indicates that having a group size m larger than 1 indeed improves the performance of a GSF model.
In Table 2 (b), tree-based models are more competitive than the DNN models in standalone settings. However, we observe that the hybrid LambdaMART+GSF models outperform the state-of-the-art LambdaMART algorithm. For example, we achieve 1.5% improvement using GSF(5, 2) over LambdaMART, a statistically significant result. Also, in the hybrid mode, GSFs with m > 1 consistently outperform the GSFs with m = 1. This, again, confirms that, in general, a groupwise scoring function is better than a pointwise scoring function.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we went beyond the traditional pointwise scoring functions and introduced a novel setting of groupwise scoring functions (GSFs) in the learning-to-rank framework. We implemented GSFs using a deep neural network (DNN) that can efficiently handle large input spaces. We showed that GSFs can include several existing learning-to-rank models as special cases. We compared both 2 https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/ GSF models and tree-based models based on a standard learningto-rank data set. Experimental results show that GSFs significantly benefit several state-of-the-art DNN and tree-based models, due to their ability to combine listwise loss and groupwise scoring functions.
Our work also opens up a few interesting future research directions: how to do inference with GSFs in a more principled way using techniques in [36] , how to define GSFs using more sophisticated DNN like CNN, rather than simple concatenation, and how to leverage the more advanced DNN matching techniques proposed in [17, [27] [28] [29] , in addition to the standard learning-to-rank features, in our GSFs.
